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Mainframe Health Check
Services for z/OS

and RACF
By  Ma r k  C a r t e r

DURING
the last few years, with all of the talk of security
in the computer systems environment a new

breed of services has come to fruition, Health Check/Vulnerability studies.
These studies have become a necessity in environments that want a “doc-
tor’s checkup” to see how their systems stack up. From systems security to
operating systems settings, the study is designed to flesh out any openings
that might present a way for an internal or external breech of security.

Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) has been IBM’s flagship
security product for many years. Computer Associates markets two
security products, CA-Top Secret and CA-ACF2. No matter which
product you use, security settings must be reviewed to ensure you are
getting the most bang for your buck. Systems Programmers and
Security Administrators control the systems settings of the security
product installed at your shop. There’s probably close to one hundred
settings that must be defined when you install and customize a security
product. Missing one setting and allowing it to default or putting in an
incorrect value could be disastrous to your environment.

Once your security product is installed (the easy part), then the cus-
tomization must begin. Here’s where you get to set all the system
parameters and build or update the security database including the
database templates. Most shops have the Systems Programmer install
and set up all of these. That’s a load of work for one or two people and
a lot of reading to understand changes from release to release. It’s easy
to miss a setting or two and allow it to default. You might run for sev-
eral years and not realize that you are even exposed.

Henceforth, Health Check and Vulnerability services have come to
the forefront. Many executives have been asking, are we exposed
today to threats that we don’t even know about? Or, I just want to get
a good handle on where we are today in relation to security and oper-
ating system health. A look under the hood to see how well the engine
is running is good every once in a while. Especially from a person
who is not biased, knows the industry well and is able to use common
tools to gain the results. Sort of like using one of those scopes that
hooks up to your engine and tells you how many cylinders are firing.

IBM has provided a good tool to perform Parallel Sysplex checking. It
is downloadable from IBM at no charge and very easy to install. You can
get the tool by going to the following website (http://www-1.ibm.com/
servers/eserver/zseries/zos/downloads/). It can be found under IBM
Health Checker for z/OS and Sysplex V3.01. The tool downloads to
your PC using BIN files which are then uploaded to the mainframe via
TSO RECEIVE. The tool contains great examples and has good docu-
mentation. You can set your own standards in a member or use the IBM
industry standard settings. The JCL is submitted to z/OS and a com-
prehensive report detailing your operating system is created. It checks
all of the important settings for Parallel Sysplex couple datasets as well
as structures built in the coupling facility. Checks of Parmlib settings
are done within the tool as well. APF datasets that don’t exist but are
in PROGXX as well as datasets that have been moved and are on the
incorrect volume are identified. Linklist datasets that are in multiple
extents are reported along with the number of extents. Checks of
OMVS structures are conducted and mount settings of the HFS files
are done. FIGURE 1 is an example of what a report looks like.

Many of the problems pointed out by the IBM Health Check pro-
gram can be easily fixed without IPL’s of the operating system. Some
of the more severe problems such as storage settings that are deficient
obviously would require a change to SYS1.PARMLIB and would take
effect at the next IPL.

The Health Check is just one piece of this whole service but you also
need to consider security. Depending on the security product you have
installed, some of the settings will come as default, some you will have
to set yourself. This article is geared more to RACF settings, but will
apply to the CA security products as well. For starters when doing a
security audit it is very important to review with the client your needs
upfront. You will need a userid with minimally AUDITER access. In
order to look at the settings of the security system, you will need to
know how to access the security product. Typically the first step of the
audit is to review the SYSTEM SETTINGS. This will tell you a lot
about how security is setup at your shop.
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RACF has a system setting called PROTECT-ALL. What I typically
find is this is set to PROTECT ALL WARNING OPTION IS IN
EFFECT. When this is set to WARN, you allow any dataset to be allo-
cated on your system without RACF controlling the access. A warning
message is presented at allocation and the dataset creation is allowed.
This is dangerous for datasets that you might allocate production data
into which contains private data such as client records. I know that ini-
tially allowing the WARNING message to occur helps the Security
Department find out who needs what access. But get this done quickly
and turn this option to FAIL as soon as you can.

Another setting to pay attention to is INACTIVE USERS. This set-
ting allows shops to set a number of days that they will allow a userid
to be inactive before the user is revoked. How long do you want inac-
tive userids to stick around? A good general rule is if I haven’t logged
on in 30 days, I probably don’t need a userid or I’ve left the company.
Now that’s a dangerous thought. Someone has left the company either
voluntarily or involuntarily. Do you want this person to be able to logon
remotely and damage or retrieve client records from your system? I
think not. If you look at this setting and it reads ‘INACTIVE USERIDS
ARE NOT BEING AUTOMATICALLY REVOKED’ be concerned, be
very concerned. This usually means that you have many userids lying
around that haven’t been used in months, maybe a year or more. You
might say at this point, we need to clean ours up manually at certain
intervals. Why not let the security system revoke them first, then you
can delete them when they age a bit.

The next setting to scrutinize would be Password Processing
Options. Password change intervals should be set at every shop. This
setting tells the security system that after initial password setup, at a
specified number of days make me change my password. If you never
require users to change their password, they write it down on a piece of
paper and tape it to the side of the terminal and it becomes a universal
userid for the entire department. My recommendation is to have this set
at 30 days. Force all of your users to change their password.

The system setting ‘X generation of previous passwords being main-
tained’ allows you to control how many versions of passwords are kept
recorded in the security database. This disallows reuse of passwords
until the number of generations is reached. For example, if you have
this number set to 12, you can’t reuse the current password until you
have gone through 12 password changes.

How many password attempts before you revoke a user’s acceptabil-
ity? You can specify this in the system settings. After ‘X’ consecutive
password attempts, a userid will be revoked. ‘X’ being a number, my
recommendation would be 3. If I can’t remember my password after 3
attempts, I’ve probably been on vacation too long or someone else might
be trying to use my account. Revoke users at your discretion but make
it a reasonable number that allows a finger check or two. Hackers will
typically use a random password if they know the person’s name. Last
name, first name, car type are typical. If you revoke them after a few
tries they can’t attempt to logon without having the userid resumed.

That brings up an important topic, password and userid resumptions.
Do you allow your users to call the help desk and have their passwords
changed if they forget as well as having their userids resumed? Do you
have a procedure in place to identify who it is that’s on the other end of
that line? Some companies do a wonderful job at this, some are very lack-
adaisical. When doing these studies I make a point of calling the help desk
to have my userid resumed. Here’s a good practice to put in place if you
don’t have one. Have the department manager assigned a security code, a
number or name. If a person in their department has a password or userid

problem that requires the Help Desk to get involved, have the person’s
department head responsible for calling and asking to have the userid
reset. Have the Help Desk cross check the security code prior to doing this
and then give the department head the new password. This performs two
actions. One, it causes that person to get their department head involved
with a security code. Second, if I’m a person that seems to have issues
with password and userid revokes, my boss knows this and probably gets
tired of doing this after a while and educates me or sends me out the door.
Honestly, without a procedure in place anyone can call in and if they know
a userid and can get the Help Desk to reset the password and give it to
them. You are leaving yourself wide open. I’ve seen Help Desks reset the
password to the same password every time you call in. Have a procedure
in place to randomly generate a new password for a user who calls the
Help Desk. This is an easy item to address with a REXX EXEC or clist
that will generate these for the Help Desk.

While on the topic of passwords, let’s address another issue, pass-
word syntax rules. You should require passwords to use combinations
of numeric, alphabetic and capitals. If you don’t do this, anyone can set
any password combination that they choose. For example, 123456
could be a password. Or my last name could be set as the password.
Easily guessable passwords leave the door wide open. Look at your
system setting and evaluate this against your security policies.

Wireless networks are also posing a major problem for corporations
today. Can you imagine a person circling the block with a wireless
notebook trying to find a company with a network that’s not protected?
It’s done everyday. Hackers are just looking for an opening to jump on
your network and do harm. Competition in the marketplace is fierce
today. Check your wireless networks and put firewalls in place that
keep outside hackers out. Don’t be dumb enough to think that your net-
work won’t be hacked.

Lastly, most companies today attempt to protect themselves from
outside interference. Although this is a good practice, most security
exposures are internal. Disgruntled employees who know the system
can do more damage than a person from the outside. Protect yourself
against the internal threats as well as the external. From a mainframe
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IBM Health Checker for z/OS and Sysplex, Version 03.01 28 Oct 2003 10:57
Report for system XSYS in sysplex XXXPLEX

Checked at 17:18:46 on 02 Feb 2005
Operating System is z/OS 01.04.00
System is running in 64-bit mode

Checker is listing exceptions only
User specified parameters taken from dataset

Myuser.HCHECK.SAMPLIB(USERPARM)

*Medium severity Exception: IBM Criteria not met*
COUPLINGFACILITY_STRUCTURE
Structure SYS1_CKPT1 preferred location is coupling facility CFA, but is active in

coupling facility CFB.
*Medium severity Exception: IBM Criteria not met*

COUPLINGFACILITY_STRUCTURE
Structure ISTGENERIC preferred location is coupling facility CFB, but is active in

coupling facility CFA.
XCF tries to allocate structures according to the attributes of the

structure, the attributes of the coupling facility (for example,
non-volatility and ICF when failure isolation is required), and the
preference list for that structure.  If a structure is not allocated in the most pre-

ferred coupling facility, it may signify a problem with the coupling facility and/or the
preference list for the structure.  It is suggested that the log messages for the allo-
cation of the structures IXL014I  and IXC574I) be examined to understand why the
most preferred coupling facility was not chosen to host the specific structure.

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE REPORT



perspective it’s very important to know who has access to SMF records.
Who can turn SMF recording off and on. Do you have a test system that
shares disk with production? Does it have a RACF database that is
exclusive to the test LPAR? There are many possible scenerios that can
pose extreme threats internally.

Take a good long look at your environment and evaluate the outcome
of doing a vulnerability and healthcheck study. Many companies are
surprised to see how vulnerable they really are. The studies don’t take
a tremendous amount of effort. An outside organization should be con-
sidered simply to keep the study on an even playing field. Accurate
reporting is a must and should include recommendations on how to best
correct the situation. Once completed and the corrections put into
place, you will sleep better at night.  

NaSPA member Mark Carter is an IBM z/Series specialist employed with
Berbee Information Networks. He worked on IBM Large Systems for 26
years. He is IBM Certified in z/Series Sales z/Series Technical as well as IBM
High End Tape. He provides IBM Health Check Services as well as RACF
audits, and is familiar will all z/Series operating systems and hardware.
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